ART. VII — Excavations at Penrith Market, 1990

By R. M. NEWMAN, N. J. HAIR, C. L. E. HOWARD-DAVIS, C. BROOKS AND
A. WHITE

T

HE redevelopment of the old market site in the centre of the medieval core
of Penrith provided a rare and valuable opportunity to investigate the origins
of this small northern town. The six week excavation was undertaken by the
Lancaster University Archaeological Unit in the summer of 1990, and was funded
by the developer, Triumph Properties Limited, Eden District Council, and English
Heritage. The excavations took place within the limits of the recently demolished
Market Hall (NGR NY35165302), situated in the block of land immediately to the
north of the parish church.
Evidence of both medieval and post-medieval activity was identified, although the
site had clearly been much disturbed during the construction and subsequent
demolition of the Market Hall. In such an understudied town, however, any
information is valuable, and that retrieved from this small excavation adds to the
picture of urban development previously entirely dependent on historical sources.

Recording
The excavation used an adaptation of the recording system developed by the Central
Archaeology Service of English Heritage to process both contexts and finds,
although separate blocks of numbers were issued for each. Object record numbers
were issued for individual or small groups of objects of particular interest, such as
metalwork, and these were frequently three-dimensionally recorded. On this site,
where it was important to record the horizon at which pottery became prevalent, due
to the apparent lack of a pottery tradition in the North West until the twelfth
century, much of the medieval pottery was also individually and three-dimensionally
recorded. More modern pottery was recorded in bulk, being issued with a single
object record number for each context, unless it was deemed necessary to highlight a
particular item. All records were input on to a Toshiba 1200 lap-top microcomputer
during excavation, with subsequent processing during post-excavation analysis, and
this has generated all lists and catalogues for the archive and this publication.

The Report
The information relating to this site is divided between the printed text and the
archive, with the main description and discussion appearing in printed form and all
necessary back-up information curated in the archive. Both elements should be used
for a detailed analysis of the site; extensive cross-referencing of all aspects should
allow easy re-examination of the stratigraphy and reconstruction of finds groups.
The layer list (in the archive) contains basic context descriptions, information on
phasing, and lists of finds by context. Disturbed areas are shown on the phase plans
by means of shading.
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Penrith: location of Penrith Market Hall excavations.
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The full excavation archive, including all finds and site records, and the postexcavation analysis, will be deposited in Penrith Museum.

Location
The town of Penrith is situated at the junction of two major routeways, both at least
of Roman origin: the east-west artery over Stainmore, represented by the modern
A66, and the main western route north, now delineated by the A6 and M6
motorway. The town stands on a terrace on the north bank of the River Eamont,
relatively close to its confluence with the River Eden, in the south-eastern corner of
the medieval royal forest of Inglewood and within a mile of the southern boundary
of pre-1974 Cumberland. The river valleys here form a narrow corridor of lowland
between the Lakeland massif to the south and west, and the Pennine chain to the
east, and Penrith is ideally positioned to take advantage of its agricultural hinterland
and the traffic passing both to and from Yorkshire and Durham to the east, and
Scotland to the north.
The river terrace is formed from glacial drift deposits overlying outcropping red
sandstone, which has provided the stone for the later buildings of the town, overlain
by glacial drift (Moseley, 1978).

Documentary History
It has been suggested that Penrith, unusually amongst towns in the North West,
may have had an early, possibly even pre-Norman origin (Winchester, 1987, 124),
although such a settlement is unlikely to have attained many urban attributes. The
medieval town focussed on the low rounded eminence on which the parish church of
St Andrew stands, immediately to the south of the area of redevelopment. Although
now largely eighteenth century in fabric, the church is clearly of ancient origin and
potentially of some wider significance, attested by the number of important pieces of
ninth to eleventh century stone sculpture remaining in the churchyard (Bailey and
Cramp, 1988, 134-42). The fact that the "Bishop's Row", to the south of the
church, was granted to the diocese of Carlisle at the creation of the see in 1133
perhaps suggests that this entity was an ancient block of church land (Winchester,
1979, E5). Penrith has formed a parochial centre from the medieval period onwards,
unlike other medieval towns, such as Egremont and Cockermouth, which remained
chapelries of apparently pre-Norman mother churches (St Bees and Brigham
respectively) (Winchester, 1987, 126-7).
The morphology of the central area of Penrith shows no trace of any deliberate
planning in the street pattern, the mass of streets suggesting an organic growth,
although an oval, focussing on the church, can be recognised. Winchester (1979,
E5) has suggested that this, coupled with the name of the street describing the
northern extent of the oval, Burrowgate (OE burh = fortified place), may indicate the
position of an early defended settlement, perhaps with proto-urban functions, in
some ways similar to settlements in the south (Biddle, 1976). If this can be accepted
as a possibility, such a settlement is unlikely to pre-date the expansion of the English
kingdom by Athelstan in the early tenth century, which culminated in his receiving
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the submission of the kings of the Scots, the West Welsh, and Gwent, and also the
Lord of Bamburgh, at a meeting somewhere nearby (aet Aemotum, i.e. "at Eamont",
Earle and Plummer, 1892).
The name "Penrith" is itself of British derivation, although its meaning has been
disputed (Armstrong et al., 1950, 230). It is likely that the first element pen-, rather
than meaning "hill", as so often the case, can be taken to be "head", referring to a
principal or chief place. It may be suggested that the name was coined during a
possible resurgence of British speech in northern Cumbria in the tenth century,
when the area came under the political control of Strathclyde (Jackson, 1953, 219),
rather than being a survival from the fifth or sixth centuries. Certainly, this part of
Cumbria seems to have been particularly subject to wide-ranging influences,
(Northumbrian, Strathclyde British, Scandinavian) during these centuries due to its
accessibility, and it has been claimed that at times the River Eden formed the
boundary between English and Celtic nations (Kirkby, 1962, 86).
Although the name "Penrith" appears in the twelfth century as a territorial
division, the town can first be traced in a market grant of 1222 (Ewanian, 1894, 58),
at a time when the majority of other Cumbrian towns were subject to creation or
growth (charters exist for Egremont of c.1200, for Cockermouth in 1209/15, and for
Kendal in 1222/46) . However, in the next year an instruction to the Sheriff of the
county is worded in such a way as to suggest that the settlement existed, already
with some urban functions, at the time of the original grant, since it orders that
timber should be supplied to those men who wished to build new burgages in the
vili, and also that timber from Inglewood should be used for the construction of
shops and stalls (Rot. Litt. Claus: i, 513, 544, quoted in Winchester, 1979, E3).
This might be taken as reflecting expansion, rather than the origin of an urban
settlement. It also clearly indicates that the Crown was actively encouraging the
development of urban functions at Penrith and that the community was already
considered to have urban characteristics, although no specific charter defining its
privileges survives (Winchester, 1979, E3).
The town seems to have expanded rapidly, not only providing a market centre for
the locality, soon having markets for sheep, cattle, and horses, as well as for food
and wool, but also developing industries, particularly relating to the latter
commodity. By the early fourteenth century (1307), Penrith possessed the "twin
symbols of the cloth-finishing industries", the dyeworks and fulling mill, as well as
weaving shops (Winchester, 1987, 127-8), and in 1376 it was said to contain "great
numbers" of inhabitants, many engaged in the tanning industry, the operation of
which had polluted the stream which formed the main water supply for the town
(ibid.). Its success seems to have been a significant cause in the failure of three
seigneurial boroughs nearby, at Greystoke, Kirkoswald and Pooley Bridge, all of
which had fallen into decline by 1300 (ibid.) .
The town is unusual in that it remained largely in royal hands until the later
seventeenth century, and was also within the bounds of the royal forest of
Inglewood. It was, however, granted to Alexander II of Scotland in 1242, as part of
his settlement following his relinquishing of Scotland's claim to the three northern
counties of England. The Honour of Penrith came to be known as the Queen's
haimes (demesne) from the late 1240s, following the marriage of Alexander III to
Margaret, the daughter of Henry III (Jefferson, 1840, 7-8). The English Crown
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regained control of the Honour in 1295, during the Scottish Wars; it has been said
that this act led to the town being a particular target for Scottish raids during the
next century (op. cit., 10). Certainly, two mills, two bakehouses and a prison were
reconstructed in 1314, having been burned by the Scots (Winchester, 1979, E3),
and the town was pillaged and burnt in 1345, during the Douglas Raid. In the wake
of this, the burgesses received a licence to erect a defensive wall in 1346, although
whether this was ever completed is a matter of much dispute (Curwen, 1918, 176).
The last major raids in a century of turbulence took place in 1380 and c. 1382
(Jefferson, 1840, 12-13), although Scottish incursions did not become a thing of the
past entirely until after the accession of James I in 1603; even in that year, as the
new king made his way to London, it is recorded that a force of 200-300 Scots
harried the country as far south as Penrith (op. cit., 21).
Despite the uncertainties of the fourteenth century and the obvious vulnerability
caused by its position on the main route from Scotland, the general decline in the
urban centres of Cumbria was not reflected so greatly in Penrith as in many
Cumbrian towns, particularly those in the west. In the later part of the century, the
influence of Bishop Strickland is clearly visible; it is recorded that he diverted the
Petteril to bring a supply of fresh water to the town (Hutchinson, i, 1794, 135) and
he is generally held responsible for the construction of the tower-house which
formed the core of Penrith Castle (Curwen, 1918, 175-6 but see also Perriam and
Robinson, 1998, 208, 212).
The town was granted to the Nevill family in the fifteenth century, although it
was regained by the Crown during the Wars of the Roses. Penrith was granted to
Richard, Duke of Gloucester (subsequently Richard III) during his Presidency of the
Council of the North, and he added substantially to the castle. It was considered of
sufficient importance for an attempt to be made c.1535 to create a suffragan
bishopric centred on Penrith, although this was ultimately unsuccessful (Jefferson,
1840, 15), and a number of local families constructed town-houses on the outskirts
during this century.
The parish registers record a high mortality rate during the winter of 1587-88,
echoed elsewhere in Cumbria, which Appleby (1978, 102-3) has suggested resulted
from a typhus epidemic, perhaps brought on by hardship; there are clear indications
of the collapse of the local wool market in the preceding years. Bad harvests are also
recorded for 1594-97, precipitating famine conditions in the northern counties, the
situation being exacerbated in Penrith by an outbreak of plague in the autumn of
1597, it lying dormant throughout the winter, then flaring again in the summer of
1598, when burials increased by 13 times the normal rate (op. cit., 110-16) with
some 2,260 people dying (Jefferson, 1840, 18), before the epidemic was quenched
with the onset of cold weather. Greatly increased mortality rates are also recorded in
the winter and early spring of 1623 in Penrith and the surrounding areas. Whilst this
might in part have been caused by an outbreak of plague, the records for Greystoke
clearly indicate starvation as the cause of many deaths; during there years, the burial
rate at St Andrew's reached a peak of 409% above normal (Appleby, 1978, 123-6;
154).
Despite these clear indications of economic uncertainty, and the occasional
epidemic outbreaks so prevalent in urban centres, Penrith seems to have increased
markedly in size during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the number of
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households in the parish (which consisted of the town, and the townships of
Plumpton Head and Carleton (Jefferson, 1840, 4)) increasing from 140 in 1563 to
270 in 1688, implying that the population doubled in the course of some 120 years
(Appleby, 1978, 156-57). The prosperity of the town in the later seventeenth
century is also witnessed by the hearth tax returns for 1673/4, which record a large
proportion of households with multiple hearths (ibid.), and by the number of stone
houses of that date which still exist. In 1688, Thomas Denton claimed that Penrith
was "the best Marcatt in that County of Cumberland for Corne, Salt, Woole and
Butchers meat" (quoted in Winchester, 1979, E4), and Celia Fiennes noted in 1695
that the market was good for local cloth of both hemp and wool (Fiennes, 1983,
228).
The late eighteenth century saw considerable refurbishment of the town's public
buildings, in part recorded by the earliest plan of Penrith, in Clarke's Survey of the
Lakes (1787). The shambles were moved from the market square to behind the
George Inn in 1807 (Mannix and Whelan, 1847, 289), to the site of the arcade in
front of the covered market. This covered market was constructed in stages, during
the 1870s (Ewanian, 1894, 265), on the site of the excavations reported on here.
Nothing is known of this site prior to the 1787 plan, when it was depicted as largely
open gardens, although each street frontage was almost entirely built up.

Previous Excavations
The archaeology of Penrith has been little studied, the only excavation of note
having taken place in 1976, surrounding the old grammar school (whilst it was
granted a charter in 1564, the present building dates from 1857 (Ewanian, 1894,
270-2)) immediately to the south of the development site. This unpublished work
identified a number of graves (T. Clare, pers. comm.), which may equate to the
parcel of land noted by Jefferson (1840, 81-2) as belonging to the grammar school,
and lying between the school-house and the church, for which the churchwardens
paid rent of 15/- per annum. This had been consecrated and was used as an
additional graveyard.

The Excavations
The area available for excavation was sampled in three separate places, coinciding
with those parts which were to be subject to the greatest disturbance by the
construction of the new library on the site. The three trenches were situated in the
northern, southern and western quadrants of the development; Trench 1, in the
south, measured 5 m square, the Z-shaped Trench 2, in the west, measured 10 m by
5 m, and in the north the rectangular Trench 3 measured 5 m by 2 m. The modern
overburden was removed by machine, and in Trench 1 much of the deep garden
soils below was also removed in this manner. In the other two trenches, however,
only the topmost overburden was removed by machine, the rest being excavated
manually, there being much greater evidence of activity in these parts of the site.
Finds, particularly pottery, have necessarily played an important part in the
dating of events and in equating the stratigraphical sequences in each trench.
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However, the limited amount of pottery from any one context or even period has
made close dating impossible, and it is likely that several sub-phases may fall within
the same date-range.

Phase 1
The upper surface (6) of a naturally deposited brown gritty clay (91) had apparently
been disturbed, although there was no evidence to aid dating. Subsoil 91
demonstrated that the natural topography here dipped gently downwards towards
the north and, to a lesser extent, towards the east.

Phase la
A number of small features cut this disturbed horizon in all three areas excavated. In
the south of the site (Trench 1), a group of irregularly-shaped small shallow pits
(ranging from 0.60 m to 1.20 m in diameter) formed a roughly L-shaped pattern
(12, 23, 34), some 2 m by 3 m. A plug of red clay in the centre of 23 perhaps
represented the position of a decayed wooden post, and 12 contained a large flat
piece of limestone at its base, both indicating that these features were probably
postholes. A similarly irregular cut (92) did not appear to form part of a coherent
pattern, but nevertheless may be ascribed to this early activity on morphological
grounds. All contained charcoal flecks.
A group of much smaller postholes (39, 41, 43, 72, 85, 87, 89, 90) in the western
part of the site (Trench 2) can also be ascribed to the earliest activity. These were all
simply constructed, and none contained significant amounts of stone, which would
have been indicative of packing for posts; however, their interpretation is not in
doubt. The group formed a rough but not coherent line, of approximately 6.5 m in
length, orientated south-west to north-east. Within this group, paired posts may be
inferred, since 41 and 87 appeared to be associated, although only some 1 m apart,
at right-angles to a line of three postholes (from west to east: 89, 87, 90, 3 m and
1.5 m apart respectively); posthole 85 lay 0.5 m to the east of 90, but not on the
same alignment. Similarly, following this alignment, posthole 39 was lm to the east
of 41, although this did not match the position of posthole 90 to the north. The
other postholes (43 and 72) lay 1 m to the south-east of 39 and 1.5 m to the
north-west of 89 respectively, but did not form a recognisable pattern with the rest.
Fills varied slightly in colour, although they were similar in consistency (a gritty
loam containing noticeable elements of sand and clay); only 90 contained a
particular concentration of carbonised material, perhaps indicating a post which had
burned in situ.
It seems likely that these features form part of an earthfast timber structure,
although the uncertainties of alignment perhaps suggest that they represent more
than one phase of construction. The closeness of the posts would appear to indicate
that only one side of such a structure was visible within the limited excavation, the
timbers either forming off-set members, as seen in certain pre-Conquest structures
(Hill, 1992; James, et al., 1984), or potential internal supports or partitions; the fact
that the posts group towards the east may suggest the latter hypothesis.
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In the northern part of the site, four features, two of which (69, 80) were
probably postholes, also cut the disturbed subsoil (6) and were sealed by medieval
accumulations of material (Phase 2). The postholes were very similar in size and
construction to those to the west (Trench 2), but were too far distant to link,
although their presence might imply further timber structures in this part of the site.
Little of either of two pits, 67 and 75, was visible within the confines of the
excavation, but both were apparently rectilinear, the former with gently sloping sides
and a fiat base, the latter with steeply sloping sides and a rounded base, perhaps
suggesting different uses. Both were relatively shallow (0.14 m and 0.20 m
respectively) implying that they may have been truncated by later activity (Phase 2) .
Few of the features ascribed to this early phase contained any material evidence
that would aid dating and the evidence produced by individual features was so small
as to prove statistically unviable. All formed the earliest activity on the site
stratigraphically, but this cannot indicate conclusively that they were contemporary.
The small amount of pottery (only from posthole 39 and rectilinear pits 67 and 75)
all dated between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries, from which it can perhaps be
inferred that this phase dated to a period not later than the fourteenth century.

Phase lb
In the western and northern parts of the site, there is some evidence for the
rebuilding of Phase la structures, using a different technique and, in the former case,
on a somewhat different alignment. Here, two slots were identified, at apparent right
angles to each other, although there was no physical relationship between them. Slot
71 was aligned east-west, with gently sloping sides and a fiat base, whereas slot 45
had more steeply sloping sides and was aligned north-south, with a projection from
its eastern side, perhaps indicating further elements of a structure to the east. Both
were relatively wide (0.80 m and 0.60 m respectively).
Another substantial linear feature (78) was located in the northern part of the site,
although to the south of the two posited postholes (69, 80) described in Phase 1 a.
This was aligned east-west and was very similar in form and width to those slots to
the south-west. In every case, the features were only partly visible within the limited
excavations, but all were over 2 m long.
These features can be interpreted as beam slots forming the foundations of timber
structures, although whether they represent elements of two or three such structures
cannot be confirmed, nor can their contemporaneity. However, their common
alignment would suggest a relative contemporaneity, and also a regular layout, and
the differences in form and alignment with the structural elements described in
Phase 1 a (above) would indicate deliberate rebuilding rather than simple
refurbishment of existing structures.
Again, few finds were associated with these features, the small amount of pottery
suggesting a largely medieval date. The pottery range from slot 45 was somewhat
later than that from slot 71 to the west, dating to a period between the later
fourteenth to seventeenth centuries (although the pottery may all cluster at the
earlier end of the range); slot 71 produced pottery centring on the thirteenth
century. This may result in part from a greater degree of disturbance to slot 45,
although a later date cannot be entirely dismissed. Slot 78 is associated with these
features solely on morphological grounds.
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Phase 2
A period of apparent habitation abandonment succeeded these structures over the
whole of the site, characterised by a gradual build-up of soil (3), presumably as a
result of gardening activity. This appeared to have truncated all earlier features, as
none provided any evidence of occupational horizons associated with them, and all
features seemed too shallow to be in an undisturbed state.
This garden soil was uniform in the south and west, although it varied slightly in
the north, where it had in places a yellowish and/or reddish tinge. This horizon was
never more than 0.65 m deep and it thinned considerably in the central part of the
site, perhaps indicating that it in part had been used to counteract the natural
topography, so levelling the area.
It is not surprising that finds from such an horizon vary considerably in date,
although the only material which can provide reasonably accurate evidence is the
pottery. It is perhaps of note that almost no material was recovered from the
southern part of the site, potentially indicating a relative lack of activity in this area,
an hypothesis supported by the lesser number of features here. A single sherd from
here has a date range from the fourteenth to the seventeenth century; the rest is
earlier. Similarly, the majority of the pottery from the northern part of the site
centres on a date in the fourteenth to fifteenth centuries, with only a small
percentage of later medieval material and none later than the seventeenth century.
Only in the western area did this layer contain any material of a post-medieval
tradition, and this proved again to be a small percentage of the whole assemblage
(four sherds from a total of 92) . The bulk of the medieval material centred around a
fourteenth century date, with a small amount dating to the later medieval period,
and a similarly small amount from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries. Again, it is
perhaps of note that the greatest amount of post-medieval activity was identified in
the western area.
A single feature may perhaps be associated with this phase, again in the western
part of the site. Here a large posthole (36) was seen to cut beam slot 45, although it
did not clearly cut the garden horizon above this. This oval pit had in turn been
affected by post-medieval activity, which made characterisation difficult, but it may
represent some final refurbishment of the structure formed in part by beam slot 45.
It contained a small amount of pottery, which was slightly later in date (fifteenth to
seventeenth centuries) than that from slot 45, and contemporaneous with much
from garden soil 3.

Phase 3
A number of features clearly cut through the medieval build-up of material. These
do not appear to form a single phase of activity, however, and therefore they have
been separated into three sub-phases.

Phase 3a
In the western part of the site various features appeared to cut the medieval build-up
of material, but contained finds of a medieval date. Two small postholes (55, 63), in
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size and shape similar to those described in Phase la (above) were identified to the
south of beam slot 71, only some 0.20 m apart. They probably represent either a
fence or wall alignment but, given that they lay in an area of substantial
post-medieval disturbance, it is perhaps unsurprising that no more were identified.
Two large subcircular pits (30, 49) were revealed in the vicinity of beam slot 45
(Phase lb above). Pit 30, to the west, surrounded a massive boulder (1.10 m in
diameter), conceivably a glacial erratic. A short linear depression (27) extended
1.14 m from the west side of pit 30. This had gently sloping sides and a rounded
base. It is possible that these features represented a large, possibly corner, posthole,
the boulder acting as a postpad for a main load-bearing post, and depression 27
forming a short extent of beam slot, indicating a structure aligned east-west. In this,
it would follow the alignment of earlier structures of beam slot construction (Phase
lb). However, it is also possible to suggest that pit 30 was dug around the boulder in
an effort to remove it from the site, and that depression 27 was an attempt to gain
purchase for a lever. If this was the case, the attempt was clearly unsuccessful.
Little of steep-sided pit 49 was visible within the excavation, but it may have cut
beam slot 45, although it was not identified until 45 had been excavated. Its phasing
must therefore remain in doubt.
The small amount of pottery from these features is of similar date (approximately
fourteenth century) to that from features ascribed to Phases lb and 2, above, but
those included here have been placed in a later phase on stratigraphical grounds. It
is possible that there is some overlap in their construction with the continuing
build-up of garden soil 3 (Phase 2), although, equally, it is a common occurrence for
material from earlier activity to be casually deposited in cut features.

Phase 3b
A large shallow pit (26), situated less than 0.50 m to the south of pit 30, may have
been truncated by later activity, although its irregular shape may suggest that it
resulted from a casual rather than deliberate act. Another large squared pit (47) lay
immediately to the south, and had been truncated by modern activity (see below,
Phase 5b) . This had near vertical sides and a fl at base, and may have originated as a
rubbish pit. A further probable rubbish pit (60), less than 1 m to the west, was
subcircular, with gently sloping sides.
The small amount of pottery from these features was consistently early (at the
latest, early seventeenth century), but pits 26 and 47 both contained small amounts
of clay pipe stem, and pit 60 produced nine pieces of post-medieval glass, ranging in
date from the seventeenth century, to perhaps as late as the mid-twentieth century.
Whilst it is likely that the latter at least in part results from later disturbance,
nevertheless the presence of clearly post-medieval material perhaps suggests that
these features are somewhat later in construction than those ascribed to Phase 3a.

Phase 3c
A small stone footing (8) represents the first evidence of stone buildings on the site.
This was situated in the south (Trench 1) in an area which had seen little previous
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activity. It comprised two regular blocks of red sandstone, set in a shallow cut into
the medieval build-up of material (3). A second course of sandstone was visible at
the eastern end only, although there was no trace of any bonding material between.
The footing lay at the northern extremity of the area of excavation, and therefore its
purpose remains somewhat uncertain, although it is likely to mark the end of a wall,
presumably of a structure to the north.
A large rectangular cut (22) had disturbed beam slot 45 in the western part of the
site. It too was partly masked by the section edge, so that its full extent was not
visible, although it appeared to have a north-south orientation. However, it proved
to be at least 2.75 m by 1.65 m, and is likely to be a cut for a substantial feature,
perhaps a stone wall, since it had a near vertical west side, although there was no
trace of stone within it.
Although these features both produced pottery dating to the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, they were apparently sealed by the general post-medieval
build-up of material (see below, Phase 4). Thus stratigraphically they are earlier than
those features producing similarly dated material from the latest activity on the site.
Phase 4
A relatively substantial deposit (at least 0.25 m deep) of grey sandy loam (2) had
developed over the whole of the site, into which the latest activity had been cut,
although otherwise it appeared to be fairly undisturbed. This displayed some
variations over the site; in the north it had a reddish tinge, and in the west two
distinct horizons could be distinguished, the lower (13) having notably more stone
than that above (32). In all areas, the depth of material suggested that it may in part
have been deliberately dumped on the site, perhaps as a levelling layer to prepare it
for the construction of the market hall (see below, Phase 5a). The material
recovered from this horizon did not predate the nineteenth century.
Phase 5
The latest phase of activity can also be divided, two clear events being identified,
one of which is known to have taken place in 1976.

Phase Sa
Two stone features in the western part of the site may represent activity prior to the
construction of the market hall. Here the footings of a mortared red sandstone wall
(50), aligned east-west, were identified in close proximity to a barrel-vaulted cellar
(82). There was no definite relationship between them, however, as wall 50 returned
southwards at the point where they would have butted. There was evidence of a
brick wall, aligned north-south, immediately within the return, separated only by
two flagstones.
Only the eastern side of cellar 82 was visible within the trench, but it appeared to
be associated with activity fronting Devonshire Street (to the west). A large
stoneware jar stamped with a date of 1873 was recovered from the loose infili within
(76, NOP).
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FIG 4. Penrith Market Hall: Excavation Phases 4-5.
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A number of stone walls seem to represent the construction of the market hall
during the 1870s-80s. Wall 20 probably formed its south wall. It was aligned
east-west and was constructed of roughly coursed worked stones, with a heavily
mortared rubble core, in a narrow foundation trench (31). It stood 0.70 m high, but
was surprisingly narrow, at 0.55 m. It may have truncated cellar 82 in the west, but
the proximity of the section edge prevented clear interpretation. Another short
section of wall (21), was identified 1.5 m to the north, although this did not cut into
the subsoil so deeply.
A short section of the north wall of the market hall was identified in Trench 3
(59). It survived to a height of 1.30 m, and was also constructed of roughly faced
blocks of red sandstone, with a heavily mortared rubble core. However, it was
somewhat wider, at 0.80 m, than wall 20 to the south.
Two large pits would appear to belong to this phase of activity. Pit 4, in the
south, was subcircular, with near vertical sides which survived some 1 m deep, and a
fl at base; it may have acted as a soakaway. Large oval pit 19 was over 1.40 m long,
with steeply sloping sides. It was filled with a black gritty loam (14), containing
industrial residues, clinker and coal, perhaps suggesting some sort of industrial
dump.
All the features were associated with material dating from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, very similar to that from the Phase 4 build-up of material.
The whole site was sealed by a substantial deposit of sandy loam (1, NOP), in
places containing rubble (65, NOP), and on average 0.70 m deep. This was
extremely mixed and contained material which would appear to have derived from
the demolition of the market hall.

Phase Sb
A deep modern cut was identified on the south side of Trench 2 (17). This almost
certainly represents the edge of the excavation undertaken in 1976 on the site of the
Old Grammar School (T. Clare, pers. comm.) .
The Finds
The Medieval and Post-Medieval Pottery
The site produced a total of 696 sherds, of which 454 (65%) were post-medieval in
date. Some 342 medieval sherds were recovered; most were from medieval garden soil
(70%) or residual in post-medieval contexts (23%), and only 23 sherds (7%) were
stratified in medieval contexts. The medieval fabrics are described in detail below.
Many of the fabrics are similar in appearance to medieval fabrics defined at
Carlisle (Brooks, forthcoming), and these similarities are noted. This does not
necessarily mean, however, that the Penrith vessels came from precisely the same
sources as those from Carlisle; they may simply reflect the attributes of broad
regional traditions as yet undefined owing to the scarcity of stratified pottery groups
outside Carlisle. There are also similarities with the fabric types defined at Dacre
(McCarthy and Brooks forthcoming), but here the closer physical proximity may
suggest common sources for some fabrics.
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The date ranges suggested for the Penrith fabrics are approximate, and are based
on parallels of fabric and form at Carlisle, where several well-dated groups of pottery
serve to provide a general chronological framework for the main fabric types, and
also elsewhere. The search for parallels of form and decoration is, however,
hampered by the small size of most of the sherds.
In addition to the 342 sherds of medieval pottery, there is a single sherd which is
possibly from a chimney pot or some other piece of roof furniture (from postmedieval wall 59 (Phase 5a)). It appears to have external brown glaze, and is sooted
internally and externally; the fabric is similar to medieval Fabric 5. Apart from the
shaft of an iron nail fused to the internal surface, presumably post-depositionally,
there are no other features.
With the exception of imported Werra slipware, the post-medieval fabrics,
numbered from 50 to 71, are not described here but are listed in detail in the archive
report. They comprise for the most part typical wares of the eighteenth to twentieth
centuries, English slipwares, brown and white salt-glazed stonewares, black-glazed
red coarse wares, tin-glazed earthenware, and white earthenwares and
transfer-printed wares. There is little, apart perhaps from the late medieval Reduced
Grey ware, which belongs to a long-lived tradition, that could be attributed to the
sixteenth or seventeenth centuries; there are only a few sherds of probable
seventeenth century blackware and yellow ware, as well as the Werra slipware sherd,
but there is no Cistercian ware or continental stoneware.
Many of the sherds are small, as were the medieval wares, and the only restorable
vessel is an inscribed nineteenth-century stoneware jar, recovered from the fill of the
barrel-vaulted post-medieval cellar (76, Phase 5a). The inscriptions on the shoulder
read "John Cockbain/wine and spirit merchant/Queen St/Penrith", and "J Kilburn
manufacturer/Burton in Lonsdale".
LIST OF FABRICS
Fabric I

Red Gritty ware 1. This is a hard, very coarse, gritty red fabric with frequent
sub-rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions up to 1 mm across, and pieces of
sandstone and rock fragments up to 3 mm across, in a dense clay matrix. The
fracture is hackly, and grits protrude from the surfaces. The fabric is usually fully
oxidized to red or reddish-brown, but is sometimes partially reduced to grey or dark
grey, particularly in the core of a thick sherd.
The fabric is very similar to Fabric 1 at Carlisle, and Fabric 7 at Dacre. The
sherds from this site are unglazed, but at Carlisle brown and olive glazes are present.
Date range: approximately twelfth to thirteenth century. Forms: cooking pots,
bowls, jugs, and a probable large storage jar (represented by a thick-walled sherd
from a vessel with a large curvature, ornamented with a vertically-applied thumbed
reinforcing strip).
Fabric 2

Red Gritty ware 2. This is a hard, coarse, gritty red fabric, very similar to Fabric 1
but less gritty. The inclusions range from moderate to sparse, and the clay matrix is
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correspondingly smoother and less hackly than Fabric 1. It is not always easy to
assign sherds to one or other category, and the distinction may be to some extent an
artificial one; the two fabrics, most clearly distinguished at either end of the range of
grittiness, are probably best considered together as representing aspects of the same
industry or ceramic tradition. A few of the Penrith sherds have drab olive-brown
glaze. The fabric is very similar to Fabric 2 at Carlisle.
Date range: approximately twelfth to thirteenth century. Forms: cooking pots,
jugs.

Fabric 3
White to buff or pale grey gritty fabric, with moderate to frequent sub-rounded to
sub-angular quartz inclusions, up to 1 mm across but mostly smaller. The surfaces
are usually oxidized but the core is sometimes reduced to grey or pale grey. One
small sherd has a smear of brown slip beneath drab olive-brown glaze as decoration,
although most of the sherds are unglazed or have abraded surfaces. This fabric is
similar to Fabrics 3 and 4 at Carlisle.
Date range: approximately later twelfth or thirteenth century to fourteenth
century. Forms: jugs, cooking pots.

Fabric 4
Buff Sandy ware. This is an off-white or buff to pink sandy fabric with frequent
small inclusions and moderate larger rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions up to
0.5 mm across. One sherd, a strap handle from a jug, is more heavily tempered with
the larger inclusions; handles were often made in coarser fabrics to help prevent
cracking and splitting during drying and firing. A few sherds have rounded dark
reddish-brown inclusions. The fabric is usually oxidized but sometimes has a
reduced light grey to grey core. Occasionally sherds have a core with a laminated
pink and white appearance resulting from inadequate mixing of the clay, a feature
also noted at Dacre (Fabric 4a). Surfaces range from cream and buff to pink and
light reddish-brown.
Glazes vary from pale olive green and olive green to brown. One jug sherd is
decorated with a vertically-orientated brown slip streak beneath olive glaze; another
has horizontally-applied rectilinear rouletting.
Buff Sandy ware is probably the same as Fabric 13 at Carlisle, and Fabric 4 at
Dacre; in both these fabrics highly decorated jugs are known, including examples
with anthropomorphic decoration.
Date range: approximately thirteenth to fourteenth century. Forms: jugs,
probably cooking pots.

Fabric S
Fairly smooth fine sandy fabric, buff to pink or light red, with moderate tiny
inclusions and occasional larger sub-rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions up to
0.5 mm across. The fabric is sometimes fully oxidized, and sometimes has a pale
grey to grey reduced core; surfaces vary from buff to reddish-brown. A few sherds
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show traces of a whitish slip. Glaze ranges from olive green and dark olive green to
brown. This may be a finer version of Fabric 4. This fabric bears some similarity to
Fabric 14 at Carlisle, and Fabric 3 at Dacre.
Date range: approximately thirteenth to fourteenth century. Forms: jugs, cooking
pots.

Fabric 6
This is a mostly oxidized reddish sandy fabric, similar to Fabric 4 but rather grittier,
with moderate sub-rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions up to 0.5 mm across.
The core is sometimes reduced grey. Glazes are olive green to brown. This fabric
has some similarity to Fabric 5 at Carlisle, and Fabric 6 at Dacre.
Date range: approximately later twelfth to fourteenth century. Forms: jugs,
probably cooking pots.

Fabric 7
Partially Reduced Grey ware 1. A fairly fine sandy reduced grey to dark grey fabric,
often with a paler grey margin beneath the glaze. There are frequent tiny inclusions
with occasional larger sub-rounded quartz inclusions up to 0.4 mm across. Surfaces
range from dark grey and grey-brown to light reddish-brown.
The glaze is olive green to olive-brown. One jug sherd has traces of
vertically-orientated incised decoration and applied pellets and notched strips,
probably coloured with dark brown slip below an olive or olive-brown glaze. Another
jug sherd has horizontal rows of rectilinear rouletting.
This fabric resembles a reduced version of Fabric 4. It also bears some similarity
to finer examples of Partially Reduced Grey ware, Fabric 15, at Carlisle, although
the copper-green glaze often attested there is absent from the Penrith sherds. It is
also similar to Fabric 5 at Dacre.
Date range: approximately thirteenth to fourteenth century. Forms: jugs.

Fabric 8
Partially Reduced Grey ware 2. A hard slightly gritty reduced fabric with grey or
dark grey core, the unglazed surfaces often being oxidized to cream, pinkish-buff or
light reddish-brown. There are some tiny inclusions and sparse to moderate
sub-rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions, up to 0.4 mm across, in a fairly dense
clay matrix. It is often highly fired to a rather harsh texture. At one end of the fabric
range there is some overlap with Fabric 7.
Glazes vary from olive green to olive-brown. One jug sherd has a vertical streak of
dark brown slip beneath the olive glaze as decoration, and another sherd has
horizontally-orientated rectilinear rouletting. This fabric bears some similarity to
Partially Reduced Grey ware, Fabric 17, at Carlisle.
Date range: approximately thirteenth to fourteenth century. Forms: jugs.
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Fabric 9
Late medieval Reduced Grey ware 1. This is a smooth fine sandy light grey to grey
fabric; unglazed surfaces are usually reduced but are occasionally oxidized buff to
light reddish-brown. Glazes are smooth olive green to olive-brown, sometimes
flaking or abraded. This fabric is similar to late medieval Reduced Grey ware, Fabric
41, at Carlisle, and Fabric 1 at Dacre, and belongs to a widespread northern ceramic
tradition.
Date range: approximately fourteenth to early seventeenth century. Forms:
probably jugs and bunghole cisterns; bowls.

Fabric 10
Late medieval Reduced Grey ware 2. This is a hard reduced dark grey fabric, with a
lighter grey margin below the glaze. There are some tiny inclusions and sparse to
moderate rounded to sub-angular quartz inclusions up to 0.5 mm across. Unglazed
surfaces are hard and rather harsh. Glaze is olive-brown.
Fabric 10 is not common; there are three sherds, probably from one vessel, from
garden soil 54 (Phase 2). This fabric is similar to Fabric 43 at Carlisle, and, like
Fabric 9, belongs to the northern late medieval reduced grey ware tradition.
Date range: approximately fourteenth to early seventeenth century. Forms: jugs.

Fabric 57
Werra ware (Hurst, et al., 1986, 242-8). This is a red-brown fine sandy fabric,
imported examples usually being flatware forms with internal lead glaze and slip and
sgraffito decoration. The slip is white, appearing pale greenish-yellow when glazed.
The central designs of these dishes and bowls are geometric, botanical, zoomorphic
or anthropomorphic, characteristically outlined in sgraffito and often over-painted
with additional colours, particularly copper green, to emphasize details. The central
designs are commonly surrounded by thin closely-spaced slip spirals or concentric
circles. Rims usually have dashes on the edge, sometimes in groups spaced by a
straight line.
Werra slipware was made at a number of production sites over a wide area
centred on the Werra River in Germany, and was exported from Bremen (Hurst et
al., 1986, 242). The vessels are often dated, ranging from 1568 to 1653, but the
peak of production was probably between 1590 and 1625 (op. cit., 244).
There is one sherd from this site, a fragment of a dish with the typical
hammer-headed rim (No 9); unfortunately insufficient survives to give any
indication of the nature of the central design, or its date if it had one. It is an
interesting and unusual find for the North West, as imported examples are better
known from the eastern side of the country, for example at Norwich (Jennings,
1981, 78-82) and Newcastle (Hurst, 1972).
DISCUSSION

The medieval assemblage as a whole, including sherds residual in post-medieval
contexts, has four major components, corresponding typologically to the twelfth -
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early thirteenth centuries, thirteenth - early fourteenth centuries, fourteenth century,
and later fourteenth - sixteenth/seventeenth centuries. The relative proportions of
the different wares are shown in Table 2.
The Red Gritty wares, Fabrics 1 and 2, comprise 25% of the assemblage, and
their close similarity to Red Gritty ware at Carlisle suggests a similar date range,
from the twelfth century into the early thirteenth century. These Cumbrian Red
Gritty wares form part of the widespread Northern Gritty ware tradition.
Buff Sandy ware (Fabric 4) dominates the fabrics of thirteenth - early fourteenth
century type, and forms 35% of the whole assemblage; it is presumably locally
made. It is also important at Dacre (Fabric 4), although only a minor type at
Carlisle, where a number of anthropomorphic vessels are known (Fabric 13). It is
supplemented by Fabrics 5 (9%) and 6 (5%), which seem to be finer and coarser
variants of it, although Fabric 6 may begin slightly earlier than the other two (this is
suggested by the dating given to fabrics similar to this at Dacre and Carlisle). Similar
in date to Fabric 6 may be the whitish gritty ware, Fabric 3, also present in small
quantities (5%).
TABLE 1
Pottery types from the medieval features grouped together, and from the
medieval garden soil horizon (five intrusive post-medieval sherds have been
excluded from the latter group) .
Medieval Garden Soil

Medieval Features
Pottery type

No of Sherds^%

No of Sherds

Red gritty ware
Fabrics 1 and 2

2

18

65

25

Fabric 3

3

5

9

5

Buff sandy ware
Fabric 4

8

36

85

35

Fabric 5

4

9

22

9

Fabric 6

2

9

9

5

Partially reduced
grey ware
Fabrics 7 and 8

1

5

39

15

Late medieval
reduced grey ware
Fabrics 9 and 10

4

18

12

6

TOTALS

23

100

241

100

The Partially Reduced Grey ware fabrics, 7 and 8, form 7% and 8% of the
assemblage respectively. By analogy with Carlisle, these may have been introduced
during the thirteenth century, becoming the dominant type in the fourteenth
century, although, in the absence of a good stratified sequence, it is not possible to
determine how far the Buff Sandy wares lasted into the fourteenth century.
The late medieval Reduced Grey wares, Fabrics 9 (6%) and 10 (less than 1%),
are likely to have been introduced during the course of the fourteenth century, again
by analogy with Carlisle. They were probably the dominant type from the end of the
fourteenth century onwards, perhaps persisting through the sixteenth and into the
seventeenth century.
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Using the medieval pottery to try to provide a chronological framework for the
site is problematical. The majority is residual, either being within clearly postmedieval features or contained within garden soils where both residuality and later
contamination is likely. Recognising residual material poses even more of a problem,
although it is most likely that at least the Red Gritty ware (Fabrics 1 and 2) is
residual here, in view of the quantities of slightly later fabrics present (Table 1) . The
date ranges of Fabrics 3-6 are less well understood, and so it is impossible to
ascertain the degree of residuality of these fabrics in the garden soils. Late medieval
Reduced Grey ware (Fabrics 9 and 10), assuming it is not intrusive, is the latest
pottery type in the garden soils (Table 1), but it has a wide date range and the
sherds are not closely datable. In the absence of sixteenth century types, Cistercian
ware and German stonewares, a fourteen/fifteenth century date may be indicated,
although these wares are relatively rare in Cumbria. Any closer dating depends on
the relative proportions of late medieval Reduced Grey ware to Partially Reduced
Grey ware (Fabrics 7 and 8), where again any degree of residuality is unquantifiable,
and is thus highly speculative. If the relative proportions of the reduced wares (Table
2) are in any way accurate, they suggest a fourteenth century rather than a fifteenth
century date range. In either case, a high residuality rate among the sherds in
Fabrics 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be inferred.

TABLE 2
Relative proportions of fabric series within medieval assemblage

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1&2^3^4^5^6 7&8 9&10

The medieval contexts identified in Trenches 2 and 3 unfortunately yielded only
35 sherds (from the fills of features 36, 39, 45, 67, 71 and 75), too few for reliable
analysis in terms of percentages (although these are given in Table 1) and too few to
be very useful for dating purposes; no context produced more than six sherds. If this
pottery is considered as a group, over half is in Buff Sandy ware, Fabric 4, and
Fabric 5 (eight and four sherds respectively; Table 1), with a little Red Gritty ware,
Fabrics 3 and 6. Partially Reduced Grey wares, Fabrics 7 and 8, are a minor
component (one sherd), and there are four sherds of late medieval Reduced Grey
ware, Fabric 9, from two of the contexts. The proportion of Red Gritty ware is quite
low, and it may all be residual. Without the late medieval Reduced Grey ware, the
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group would suggest a thirteenth/early fourteenth century date, but assuming that
the Fabric 9 sherds are not intrusive, a fourteenth/fifteenth century date range,
similar to that of the garden soil horizon, would be more appropriate.
The Clay Tobacco Pipe
The fairly small sample of clay tobacco pipes does not contain enough examples to
be statistically viable. Nonetheless, it is of some interest as the first group of pipes to
be recorded from archaeological contexts in Penrith. Of the few pieces of intrinsic
interest, one bowl (13) has a heart-shaped stamp on the heel, with the maker's
initials "SB". Whilst this maker is unknown, heart-shaped stamps are common on
Tyneside and also in Chester (Edwards, 1988, 29 ff). One stem (31) has a
faintly-impressed diamond stem-mark with the initials "L?M", the best fit for which
seems to be Luke Maxwell, who worked on Tyneside, where in any case diamond
stem marks are quite common (op. cit., 46; Brown and Gallagher, 1980, 20-1).
Finally, an exceptionally crude nineteenth century bowl (30), with a moulded castle
and fouled anchor on the sides (usually a ship and anchor go together), with "J" and
"K" on either side of the spur, may be a local product. To date, however, no
recorded pipe makers are known from Penrith.
The Glass
In total, 129 fragments of glass were recovered from 12 contexts. Of this, 71
fragments were window or shelf glass, one a fragment of mirror, one a small tessera,
and the remainder vessel glass. None of the material is of early date, with the
majority no earlier than the middle-to-late nineteenth century.
Most of the glass is very thick and, since one fragment has carefully ground and
bevelled edges (84), quite likely to be shelving. Fill 18 (Phase 3c), however,
produced a number of fragments of window glass in a natural greenish metal with
pronounced fire-rounded edges, presumably deriving from cylinder-blown window
glass and thereby possibly of eighteenth or nineteenth century date; fill 61 (Phase
3b) produced one fragment (118) which may be slightly earlier still, possibly
seventeenth to eighteenth century.
Of the 56 fragments of vessel glass from the site, 29 are from typical dark olive
green wine bottles of the kind well known from eighteenth and early nineteenth
century contexts, mainly of cylindrical form. These, like the fragments of
recognisably earlier window glass, derive mainly from fills 61 (Phase 3b) and 18
(Phase 3c). There is also a dark olive green wine bottle (196), of more unusual,
octagonal form.
The remainder of the glass appears to be of late nineteenth and twentieth century
date, many of the fragments showing clear evidence of two- and three-part mould
seams, the latter associated with mass produced glassware. Of local interest is a dark
green beer? bottle with the moulded legend GLASSON LTD, PENRITH.
Other Material
Little other material, apart from ceramics and glass, was recovered. Only three
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objects of copper alloy were collected, from separate contexts. Two appear to be
very small fragments of (probably) copper pipe (54, 55), whilst the third is a modern
nail. In addition, a single lead object and 16 fragments of iron were identified. The
material appears to be modern in date and the iron comprises nails and other
building material. Only 61 is of any interest and, though in very poor condition, can
be identified as the tang and riveted bone handle of a scale-tang knife. Such knives
have a very long date range, however, and it was not possible to date this example
closely. Very little industrial residue was found.
A single, well-preserved but incomplete turned bone button was recovered. Such
an object is difficult to date but is probably from the nineteenth century. The single
mollusc was a valve of the species Ostrea edulis, the native oyster, a common food
species.

Conclusion
The excavations, constrained as they were by the needs of the development, were
necessarily limited, but nevertheless have contributed to an understanding of the
development of Penrith and therefore of urban development in the North West in
general. With the notable exception of Carlisle, where much excavation has been
undertaken in the last 20 years, little is known of the development of the other urban
centres of Cumbria, or indeed the North West generally, apart from the limited
information that can be gleaned from documentary sources. As long ago as 1979,
Winchester (A7) noted that in these circumstances the results of a single excavation,
even one of limited scale, could increase significantly our understanding of the
history of the town.
Evidence of early medieval occupation is notoriously difficult to identify, and
despite the suppositions concerning Penrith, this has proved to be the case here.
Without diagnostic artefacts, and with little evidence of occupational horizons, the
interpretation of negative features must remain speculative. However, a number of
features at Penrith were sealed by a clearly medieval horizon, which contained
material centring on a fourteenth to fifteenth century date. Whilst it is wholly
probable that these features are associated with the urban expansion of the
thirteenth century, it is not impossible that they belong to earlier activity, although
their character does not allow much interpretation, beyond noting their presence.
Clear evidence of timber structures has been revealed, in most detail from Trench
2. Here a structure of earthfast posts was aligned east-west. Its position, some 65 m
from the Devonshire Street frontage and 20 m behind the old Grammar School,
makes it difficult to predict to which street it related. The earliest plan of Penrith,
that of Clarke, dating to 1787, may be interpreted as indicating a radial arrangement
of plots, the majority of the market site relating to properties fronting on to the
churchyard to the south.
There is evidence for refurbishment and perhaps also for the rebuilding of timber
structures on the site, and perhaps also of some shifting in the layout, although this
could not be proved in the limited excavations. Building technique changed from
earthfast posts to a beam in slot construction, a development that may be paralleled
at Kendal (Newman forthcoming), although there ground laid beams with internal
partitions constructed from earthfast posts would appear to be more usual.
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The evidence for the gradual build-up of soil during the later medieval period
would attest that this part of the town was not heavily utilised, and seems to have
been largely open from the fourteenth century until the nineteenth, as is witnessed
by the Clarke plan (1787). The date at which the area became derelict, however,
cannot be pronounced with accuracy, given the small pottery sample and the current
flexibility of the chronology of the pottery of the North West, but it is perhaps
significant that a broad fourteenth century date may be advanced, since
documentary sources indicate that the area suffered from Scottish raiding in the
early (1314) and middle (1345) years of that century (Winchester, 1979, E3). Other
causes may be indicated for this decay as well, since there was obviously a severe
economic depression in the region, with references to sheep and cattle diseases as
well as raiding (Winchester, 1987, 45-7).
Building in stone was obviously a post-medieval development in Penrith, again
paralleled elsewhere in the North West (for instance at Kendal (Newman
forthcoming) and Cockermouth (Leech forthcoming)), perhaps reflecting the
enhanced prosperity of the town from the later seventeenth century onwards. The
well-built cellar is of interest, clearly in use until the area was incorporated into the
new market hall in the later 1870s, although the date of its construction is less
certain.
Finds dating from the earlier post-medieval period were remarkably limited, given
the central position of the site, close to the positions of the medieval and later
markets, a fact which may suggest that the area would have been used for
commercial and small-scale industrial, rather than entirely domestic, purposes.
Pottery was unsurprisingly the largest component of the assemblage, but even here,
the sherd count numbered in hundreds, rather than thousands. The level of
residuality, whilst perhaps a matter of some debate (see for example, comments in
the pottery catalogue), and the amount of modern material at relatively deep levels,
clearly indicates the scale of disturbance connected with the construction of the
market hall.
The soil conditions were obviously not conducive to the survival of organic
materials, or even of animal bone, although a few cut features produced some
evidence of the latter. Very little metalwork was recovered, and this was largely
undiagnostic. Such evidence would again attest to a relative lack of activity and
perhaps also of prosperity in this part of the town.
It seems likely that the area of excavations, although it was situated in the core of
the medieval town, was never under any particular pressure for development. It is
set back from the main streets, forming an island behind the street frontages. The
fact therefore that there is evidence of medieval structures on the site may suggest
that the period before the fourteenth century saw the greatest thrust of development
until the nineteenth century expansion. The earliest cartographic evidence (Clarke,
1787) demonstrates almost continuous development along all the streets, including
that fronting onto the churchyard, but clearly depicts gardens in the centre of the
area. By the early twentieth century, however, the entire area had been developed,
apart from one small plot in the south-west.
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